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Subject: The serious consequences of installing a Floating Storage Regasification Unit in 
Pagasitikos Gulf

Citizen-based organisations1 have cited serious reasons for objecting to the positioning of a Floating 
Storage Regasification Unit (FSRU) in Pagasitikos Gulf. The concerns raised, show just how 
important it is to carry out an in-depth analysis of the environmental, social and economic impact of 
such projects before they get off the ground. Concerns have been raised about the following:

Proximity of the unit to residential areas: The proposal to position the unit near residential areas is 
raising concerns over potential accidents, leaks or explosions and the serious degradation of the local 
area2.

Catastrophic consequences for the ecology and local economy There are concerns about the 
incalculable damage the project could cause to the local wetland, to fishing and to tourism-related 
activities, and about how the landscape could change as a result of a potential gas or coolant leak3.

Air pollution and its impact on public health: The unit will further increase the already high rate of air 
pollution in the area and may adversely impact people’s health.

Earthquake-prone area: Pagasitikos Gulf is prone to earthquakes and has active faults, making the 
construction of an FSRU here all the more dangerous4.

In view of this:

What will the Commission do to ensure that the Greek Government respects the local community 
when installing high-risk industrial units, as required under the EU’s Seveso-III Directive5?
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